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“The main hydro-resistance of the stream devices
appears due to existence of the micro-scale thermohydro-dynamical processes into the very own
working medium, which are providing the actual
degree of turbulence and other characteristics of
turbulence into the moving continuous medium.”
“ … the laminar flow is the one, which can be
described by the exact solution of the appropriate
reologic equations of the dynamics of a considered
medium into the limits of its stability”.

New method of
heat transfer:
The vortical
boiling.
Presentation of Project.
Developed by Qualitics, Inc.
Cleveland, Ohio, USA.

At low and moderate velocities of the fluid, that is streamlining
a skin-deep dimple, the Rotons are irradiated by this dimple
in the form of a spiral thread.
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The project that is presented in this brochure is based on
researches that were accomplished during 1982-92 in the
Laboratory of Advanced Researches of the Khurchatov Institute
of Atomic Energy in Moscow. The physical mechanisms of all
considered phenomena are described in book “The Qualitics”
that is available on www.thequalitics.com

Picture shows a streamlining of a triangle pattern of spherical
skin-deep dimples by water. Each dimple irradiates two
vortical jets, that are sucked by nearest neighbor dimples down
by stream, and sucks another two jets irradiated by two
neighbor dimples each that are located up by stream.
Interested parties should contact Yuriy Y. Krasnov,
President of the Qualitics, Inc.
Located at 26111 Brush Avenue, Suite 210, Euclid, OH 44132.
Phone: 216-289-6491, Fax: 877-820-2118
E-mail: yyk@thequalitics.com
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What the vortical boiling
provides?
Decreasing of the air-hydro-resistance of moving bodies
(currently achieved result is up to 30%).
Increasing of the heat-exchange effect at streamlining of
heat-exchange surfaces by fluid medium (currently
achieved result is up to 400% and up to heat flux 4
MWt/m2).
Significant increasing of the critical heat-loads for
elements that are streamlined by fluid coolant (currently
achieved result is up to 1.8 times).
Significant reduction of noise at streamlining of moving
surfaces.
Very effective mass-exchange in the boundary layer of a
streamlining surfaces (de-icing, anti-adsorption, anticavitation effects).
Essential increasing of heat strength of solid samples at
striking heat loads (currently achieved result is up 50
MWt//m2 in strike).
Increasing of the fluid discharge through different
nozzles (currently achieved result is up to 25%).
Providing a smaller losses and increasing and augmented
functional capabilities, eliminating jamming and reduce
wear (currently achieved result is up to 10%).
And much more else…
At all of that, the vortical boiling provides very nonsignificant increasing the hydro-resistance of the fluid
transport channels, so that there is no need of increasing of
a power of the fluid-driving source.
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The features of
the vortical boiling.
Now we can summarize the known features of the vortical boiling.
They are the followings:
The vortical boiling occurs on the smooth streamlining surface,
which does not allow a potential streamlining. Such a surface
should not contain points of break of velocity of the streamlining
fluid and should have a special global topology.
The vortical boiling consist of consequent creation of Rotons on
the streamlining surface with growing atmosphere, tearing off
those Rotons as soon as their atmosphere has reached a critical
size, and carrying those torn off Rotons with their atmosphere by
streamlining flow away from point of birth those Rotons.
Depending on local geometry of surface, the torn off Rotons can
be aggregated into a mesoscopic vortices and penetrate into a
nucleus of stream in form of vortical jets.
Due to intensive rotation of fluid around Rotons’ axes, Rotons
and their aggregates do create an intensive sucking effect in
neighbor area, what provides an intensive laminar intermingling
of boundary layer of the streamlining fluid.
For the surfaces with pattern of places that do not allow any
potential streamlining, it becomes possible interaction of jets of
Rotons, which are escaping neighbor places, with each other. Due
to this process two vortical jets from one place is sucked in
neighbor place and so on. As a result, the surface with pattern of
places that do not allow any potential streamlining becomes
covered by “vortical fur coat”, the nucleus of flow is sliding over
which.
Powerful sucking feature of irradiated vortical jets do provide a
strong anti-adhesive and anti-absorptive effect.
And much more….
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What this brochure is about?
There is no need of justification
of importance of processes of
heat transfer between heating
(cooling) surfaces and fluid
coolers (hitters): a lot of energytransforming techniques are
based upon such processes. Any
method that would provide an
efficient heat transfer in such
technique
would be
very
appreciated by every engineer.
There are multitude methods of
intensification of heat transfer
due to different fluid media.
Absolute majority of practical
ones can be characterized by the
following general feature: too
slow increase of heat-exchange
effect with increase of outlay of
fluid cooler (heater).
This brochure is an attempt to
attract attention of responsible
people to one more possibility of
reaching victory in the current
“battle for efficient use of
energy” that is not requires any
more
sacrifices
or
huge
investments, but calls for doing
the same that we are doing many
decades, but in way, which is
consisted with features of Nature.
In other words, if we have to use
the Nature for ours good, let us
do it in the maximal harmless
way for her…

These words should be not
only a slogan of “Greens”, but
they
should
form
the
technological Principle, the
Principle of construction and
development of all our heatexchange technique…
One can find in already
mentioned
book
“The
Qualitics” the proof that
following such Principle we
always will gain in reward
much
more
efficient
technique, than we have
now…
This brochure will try to
convince everybody that exactly
the same situation we have in
area of heat-exchange at usage of
a fluid cooler (heater); that only
following the features of Nature
and changing profiles of used
heat-exchange surfaces by ones
that better feet the nature of heat
transfer
processes
will
dramatically
increase
the
efficiency of said heat-exchange
processes and will save Nature
from useless spending of
resources and harmful treatment
by human beings.

How all this started?
During 1974 -1981 the group of scientists led by Gennadiy I. Kiknadze
had investigated the processes that accompanied a streamlining of
smooth dimples by water and air and had discovered some amazing
effects. First of all, they have found that covering a flat channel by
pattern of a triangle lattice of smooth skin-deep dimples does not
increase the hydro-resistance of channel. And second, they have found
that amazingly big jump of efficiency of heat-exchange on such
formed surfaces. For every engineer, who works in area of the hydroheat-exchange, the combination of those two features sound
revolutionary…
When in 1980 these results were introduced to Yuriy K. Krasnov, he
made suggestion that they can be explained if the streamlining of even
skin-deep dimples causes the generation of vortices by such dimples.
Very soon Kiknadze and his associates visualized the vortex structures
in series of interesting experiments; i. e. discovered the phenomenon of
generation of vortical structures by the streamlined skin-deep dimples.
Immediately there arrived some fundamental questions. First one was:

Why skin-deep dimples generate vortices?
Indeed, it was well known very long ago that dimples can generate vortical
structures, but it always was right for deep dimples, and it always was
appeared in form of vortical turn-off jets: nobody has observed an
irradiation of singled vortices from dimples. And most strange was
appearance irradiation of a singled vortex by skin-deep dimples, which
seems could be streamlined in a potential regime of flow, i. e. in regime
without any vortices, at all. In 1982 Yuriy K. Krasnov proved that there
are in Nature much more surfaces that can not be streamlined without
generating vortices at streamlining by even a non-viscose fluid at any, even
arbitrary small velocity of fluid, than those surfaces that do allow potential
streamlining. To emphasize non-triviality of problem, let us mentioned,
that there is no smooth pimple in Nature that does not allow a potential
streamlining by a fluid at small enough its velocity of flow. One can find
detail description of this problem, which shows that feature “to allow or
not a potential streamlining” depends on a global topology of surface with
dimple rather on a local topology of dimple itself. The following picture in
FIG. 1 shows normal cross-section of two ditches (2-dimensional dimples)
one of which can be streamlined without creation of vortices, and second
one – can not, in principle.
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These features might be very important for many devices and
apparatus: fans, submarines, torpedoes, etc. For instance, recently
one firm started selling fans with very good characteristics,
especially in respect of producing noise. Picture below shows of
one of these fans.
Fans are good, but could be
better: our calculation has
shown that their efficiency
could be improved at least on
35% …
Unfortunately, manufacturer of
those fans nowhere even
mentions name of inventor of
usage of dimples for such
purposes – G. I. Kiknadze, who
has proposed such technology
for the first time in 1985…

And here we have to make the following remark. Since 1981,
when G. I. Kiknadze made his major experiments and obtained the
basic results on energy transfer due to skin-deep dimples method,
many of researches become involved in the development and
further investigation of features of this promising method. Some of
them, who were in close contact with Laboratory of the Advanced
Researches, led by Kiknadze, have achieved important results.
However, many groups, being inspired by apparent simplicity of
method, went apart from approach that was scrupulously
implemented in the Khurchatov Institute o Atomic Energy: any
practical use after a careful scientific investigation of nature of
each reveled phenomenon. Unfortunately, Perestroiyka has messed
up not only USSR, but many of scientific institution also… As a
result, many of engineers and scientists, who were and still are
involved in projects that are concerning to vortical boiling method
of energy- transfer and were actively worked and still are working
in this area, never even heard this term – “a vortical boiling”, not
to mention, never heard about all ideas and results that are
described in the present brochure…
But technology of the vortical boiling is very special, uniquely
precise and leaves to inventor a few chances to find right regimes
… by chance. All essential details of this technology – shape of
dimples, their placement in a pattern, regime of flow, sizes of
channels, etc. are strictly connected with exact solutions of the
appropriate equations that are managing those physical
phenomena that are involved in process of the vortical boiling.

What else, besides intensification of stream
heat-exchange, the skin-deep dimples give?
As any method based upon features of Nature, skin-deep dimples are
delivering a lot other possibilities to improve our stream technique
besides heat transfer. Kiknadze has proposed many of applications of
this method. Let us talk about some of them.
As one could see already, the generated vortices create an intensive
exchange of fluid masses nearby each dimple. It immediately leads to a
conclusion, that pattern of skin-deep dimples will very efficient at
needs to prevent streamlined surfaces from adhesion, corrosion and
any other effects of interaction of surface with inclusion into a
streamlining fluid.
FIG. 14 shows the comparison of two surfaces of air-craft’s ventilation
tubes that were working in the same conditions of icing when one of
them was smooth, but another one was covered by the skin-deep
dimple pattern. One can see an obvious difference….
(In this example the edges of dimples
were made sharply, especially to
provoke appearance of tear-off
vortical jets that create additional
turbulence of boundary layer of
fluid). Such patterns of the skin-deep
dimples can work as an effective
measure against cavitation for shipwheels, water turbine blades, and so
on… In contrast with air bubbles
boiling in water, at vortical boiling
there is no noise.
It happens due to three reasons: 1) the vortices are laminar whirls, so
they do not contribute additional noise of turbulence; 2) vortices
essentially decreasing rates of turn-off turbulent boundary layer on the
streamlining surfaces, what decreases generation of noises caused by
this phenomenon; 3) vortices cumulatively decreasing total hydroresistance of channels (for instance - inter-blade channels), vortices
provide possibility to use more sectioned channels (especially – more
blades in turbines and compressors), what shifts harmonics of main
noise (for instance – the blade-rotating noise in turbines and
compressors) to higher frequencies; at same rate of energy it leads to a
decreasing of amplitude of noise.
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As one can see in this
picture, there is a little
difference
in
a
local
curvature of those two
profiles,
but
the
hydrodynamic consequences
are dramatic: lower ditch can
not be streamlined without
vortex creation at any
velocity of even non-viscose
liquid!
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FIG. 1.

Detail discussion of this and other features of the considered
streamlining one can find in book “The Dynamics of Quantum
Vortices” that is available on www.thequalitics.com…
The second crucial question was:

How skin-deep dimples generate vortices?
Actually, this question should be concerned to a flat surface too,
because we already know that lower dimple on FIG. 1 has to generate
vortices at any streamlining by any fluid medium. So, we should
recognize the general process of birth of vortex on a flat surface.
During 1975-1985 Yuriy K. Krasnov has studied this phenomenon
theoretically and results are inspiring.
First of all, it was found that if the velocity of streamlining fluid
exceeds some critical velocity vc that is characteristic for the streamlining
fluid, this fluid will generate vortices even on absolutely flat surface.
This conclusion does not depend on viscosity: even ideal fluid and
superfluid have the same feature.
And right there a paradox appears: every hydrodynamist knows that
usually water sticks to a streamlined surface, forming so called the Prandtl
layer; the water’s velocity gradually increases with distance from that
surface until it reaches its outflow magnitude in the nucleus of stream.
Similar picture everybody sees watching the flow of river: no matter how
fast water moves in the middle of river, near by riverside it always is much
still and often even visibly rested. Specialists know that such a behavior is
caused by viscosity of fluid: ideal (non-viscose) fluid and superfluid do not
have the Prandtl layer. So, one can conclude: there is no velocity of viscose
fluid at any surface, ergo – no vortex can be created on a flat surface.

S. T. Belyaev and Y. K. Krasnov have shown that this can be a one of
the oldest misunderstanding of Nature that still presents in Science.

What they did is very simple: for the first time in entire Science, they 6
have accomplished on PC an accurate modeling a fluid’s behavior at
streamlining of a flat surface in case when one point of this surface
generates vortices, as it is shown in FIG. 2a.
As one can see in FIG. 2a, vortices are
generated one by one and do move
very organized one after another. This
behavior continues until total number
of irradiated vortices will reach some
critical number no.
FIG. 2a.

FIG. 2b.

A soon as the number of irradiated
vortices reaches value no, the regular
march of vortices ends: the vortices
start turn into a mesoscopic ball of
vortices, as it is shown in FIG. 2b.
Vortices in ball are moving pretty
randomly, but keep the total
configuration of ball very stable.

3/2

This ball moves along the stream,
giving place for a formation of next
same ball, etc. Such balls, consisting
of many elementary vortices, move
one after another, as it is shown in
FIG. 2c.
Such behavior continues until number
of balls will reach a critical one, No.

FIG. 2d.

where ro is the radius-vector of
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the singular point and
is
some constant of dimension
length, and o is a vector of
circulation whose value is equal
to ration h/m o, with m o as a
mass of the elementary fluid
particle. Such an object is
FIG. 13.
shown schematically in FIG. 13.
Belyaev and Krasnov have proven that any vortex thread, indeed,
consist of ordered chain of elementary Rotons, no matter deal we
with neutral or charged fluid medium. Like vortex thread, Roton has
its own atmosphere and the mass of this atmosphere were found to be
equal to:
3/2
matm = A
vrel)] ,
(4)
where A is a known numerical constant. If one will substitute this
value of mass of atmosphere in (1) instead of mass of atmosphere of
a linear vortex thread (1), he/she will come to the following
expression of the relation “Nu vs. Re”:

FIG. 2c.

After that the edge ball starts
randomized dispersion, and its
vortices
become
randomly
distributed all over fluid, as it is
shown in FIG. 2d.
Amazingly, this mathematical
modeling gave the result that
completely corresponds to the
observable structure of…Prandtl
boundary layer on the streamlined
flat surface!

Nu = Nuo + f(T) ( C/ Sv /Sw)Re .
which gives the power n = 1.5 for Re in this relation. Apparently,
this is the highest value of n possible in Nature. Have Nagoga’s
group engineers seen this value in their experiments (See FIG. 8)? …
Now we can formulate what is the new method of heat transfer - the
vortical boiling:
The vortical boiling based heat exchange is a process that
happens in conjunction of a streamlining of solid surface by fluid,
when said surface is formed by a proper triangular (preferably)
pattern of skin-deep dimples, that do not allowed a potential
streamlining, at such regimes of outlay of fluid, when dimples are
generating the elementary vortices, the Rotons, which become
organized in vortical jets that are passing from one dimple to
another without feeding the stream nucleus with chaotic
turbulence.
Can we organize such a regime of flow in our heat-exchange
devices? The more than 30 years of researches made by Kiknadze’s
group and many laboratories associated with this group allow us to
believe that we are capable to reach such a goal…

Belyaev and Krasnov have found that for the linear vortex thread the
atmospheric mass, matm is equal to:
2
o )/(

matm = 0.3657(

2

2

2

vrel ).

(2)

If we substitute all of these in (11), we obtain:
Nu = Nuo + f(T) vrel (

C/

D Sv /Sw).

However, the velocity of the vortex near a wall is much less than the
velocity of the liquid, vo; therefore vrel vo
Re/D, where Re is
the Reynolds' number and is the kinematic viscosity of the liquid,
. Hence, we finally have the following formula:
Nu = Nuo + f(T)( C
Sv/Sw)Re = Nuo + f(T)( C/ Sv /Sw)Re
.
As one can see, we have obtained a power n = 1 in the relation
“Nu vs. Re”, which is a crucial one for entire stream heat exchange
technique, as we have discussed it in conjunction with FIG. 11.
And now we understand how generation of vortices intensifies the heat
exchange between streamlined wall and streamlined fluid. It works exactly
as air bubbles at boiling of water only in this case we deal with bubble of
… the same fluid, bubble that is the vortex’s atmosphere. That why such
mechanism of intensification of heat exchange was named “the vortical
boiling”!

Belyaev and Krasnov went far deeply in the nature of generation of
vortices, they have asked:

What is an elementary vortex?
Indeed, why the singular on an axis vortex thread is considered as the most
elementary vortex? Why we have decided that linear singularity is most
elementary one? Has not the point singularity more elementary? Any thread
can be considered consisted of points, you know. But the problem was that
nobody ever told anything about singular-in-point solution of
hydrodynamical equations. Why not? Let us tray to find such solutions.
And they did find such solutions. They called them Rotons.

v = ( 2 |r

ro| ) [ o, r

ro]

It was absolutely amazing that the dynamics of vortices even in the
non-viscose fluid led to the exact imitation of effect of … a
viscosity – the Prandtl layer. Immediately there has arrived a
question: Which else effect in fluids we know that manifest the
existence of viscosity of them?
Those fundamental effects are: the “solid body like” rotation of liquids and
existence of Poiselle flow (as an example of flow without Prandtl layer, at
all). Both those motions of fluids are explained as a direct effect of their
viscosity. But the brilliant physicist R. Feynman almost 50 years ago had
proven that the dynamical behavior of vortex threads practically exactly
imitates “solid body like” rotation of a non-viscose fluid. In 1979 Y.
Krasnov has proven that dynamics of vortices, that can freely burn on the
one side of channel, and anti- vortices, that can freely burn on another side
of this channel, or vortex rings that are freely burn on the wall of a
cylindrical channel, do
provides practically exact
profile of Poiselle for the
velocity of flowing fluid
into entire channel.
Those results combined do
testify that all known
dynamical effects of fluid’s
viscosity completely can be
considered as natural results
FIG. 3.
of generation of vortices at
motion of fluids in channels and vessels. It takes only one small logical
step to make conclusion that any turbulence of fluids is exactly a
dynamics of the elementary vortices in it.
Therefore, if certain skin-deep
dimples can be streamlined only in
turbulent regime of flow of fluid, it
can happen only due generation of
elementary vortices by this dimple.
What it will happen with those
elementary vortices further strongly
depends on local geometry of
dimple and velocity of streamlined
fluid above it.

FIG. 4.

The simplest Roton corresponds to the following solution
3

14

(3)

Kiknadze and his group have experimentally shown several regimes of
flow above such dimples: they observed as a regime of generation of a
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singled vortex ring by such a dimple that is shown in FIG. 3, so a 8
regime of generation of a vortical jet, as it is shown in FIG. 4.
Kiknadze immediately had proposed usage of the discovered effect of
generation of vortices by skin-deep dimples for the intensification of
heat-exchange between streamlined surfaces and streamlining fluids
without dramatic increase of the hydro-resistance of a hydraulic
channel.
Main idea was very clever: covering a streamlined surface with a regular
pattern of skin-deep dimples and chousing a regular vortex generation regime
of flow of streamlining fluid, we could provide interaction of vortical jets
between dimples, which may prevent chaotic penetration of turbulence in the
nucleus of flow. Kiknadze and his group have design and constructed lots of
surfaces and technologies of covering them with a triangular lattice of skindeep dimples, part of which is shown in FIG. 5.

Fig. 5.

The most amazing was a
technology of facing such a
pattern on the external surface of
a cylindrical tube, the most
important element of any atomic
reactor, which is shown in FIG.
6.
Of course, it caused a multitude
of experiments to find out a
hydraulic response on such
surfaces in different hydraulic
channels.

The earliest experiments and many of followed ones have shown the
fundamental fact: placing triangular lattice of skin-deep dimples on
the streamlined surfaces does not change hydraulic resistance of
any channel more than a dozen percents!
One very remarkable detail:
in narrow channels the
increase
of
hydraulic
resistance was much lower
– a couple percents only…
Next step was obvious – to
measure a heat-exchange
effect…
FIG. 6.

Actually, the vortex, when torn away from the wall, moves much 13
slower than the external flow of a liquid relative to the wall. Hence,
the atmosphere has time to heat up to the wall's temperature; more
over, the fast rotation of a liquid into the atmosphere is conducive to
heat exchange with wall. Therefore, when the vortex is carried away
from a wall, it takes with it energy equal to m atmC (Tw Tf), where
C and Tf are the specific heat capacity and the temperature of the
fluid, respectively, and Tw is the temperature of the wall. Let the
creation of vortices take place on an area, Sv, of the wall. Let us
denote the intensity of vortex creation along a unit length of the wall
by F. The total energy per unit of the time that is carried away from
the wall by all of the vortices into their atmospheres will then be
equal to:
N = E/ t = n Sv matmC (Tw Tf),
this corresponds to a heat flux of:
qv = N / Sw = n matmC (Tw

Tf)Sv / Sw,

where Sw is the total area of the wall. If we add this heat flux to the
heat flux, qo, that is due to the usual mechanism of convective heat
exchange on the flat surface then we obtain the resultant heat flux:
q = qo + qv = qo + n matmC ( Tw – Tf )Sv / Sw
If we substitute the usual expression for a heat flux with a heat
transfer coefficient,
q = (Tw Tf),
then we will obtain:
n matmC Sv / Sw,
where
= qo / (Tw Tf).
Finally, if we substitute the standard expression for
with the
Nusselt number, Nu:
Nu / D, where
is the thermoconductivity of the liquid and D is the equivalent diameter of the
channel then we will have:
Nu = Nuo + n matm C D Sv / Sw.
(1)
The intensity of vortex creation, n, was calculated by Feynman, and
is equal to:
3
n ~ vrel

Why generation of vortex thread helps to exchange heat?
The problem of generation of vortices in fluids was one of the
most difficult in whole Hydrodynamics. The prediction and
observation of vortices in superfluid have busted tremendous
efforts to solve this difficult problem. Anybody can learn the
story and achievements of this journey in Yuriy K. Krasnov book
“The Dynamics of Quantum Vortices” that is available on
www.thequalitics.com… The main results that are applicable to
this brochure are the following.
In 1989-91 S. T. Belyaev and Y. K. Krasnov have publisher
series of work where they reported their analytical resolution of
the problem of vortex creation. According those researches, the
evolution of vortex that is created on the streamlined wall as
soon as local velocity of streamlined fluid exceeds the critical
value vc, is the one that is represented in FIG. 12.
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Kiknadze and his group have built a proper thermo-hydraulic stand
and had conducted a series experiments in the Khurchatov Institute of
Atomic energy in 1979-81. The results were fascinating: the surface,
which was covered with triangular lattice of skin-deep dimples, could
provide heat-exchange with heat flux 4 MWt/m2 in a stationary
regime, being cooled by a stream of usual water!
Those results were
immediately implemented
in construction of Russian
charged jet laboratories
and aviation. Particularly,
the Bureau of N. D.
Kuznetzov (the author of
famous NK-type
engines for jets of series TU) used Kiknadze’s surfaces for inside cooling
of turbo-jet engine’s
blades
FIG.
7. and has achieved wonderful results.
Not only in technical area, but from Science point of view too. The picture
of inside of Kuznetzov’s blades is shown in FIG. 7.
Those blades were cooled by ambient air pressured inside blades by special
compressor. The cooling channels were covered by a pattern of skin-deep
dimples, as one can see in FIG. 7.

FIG. 12.
At first, the vortex penetrates into a fluid being surrounded by
certain amount of fluid that is rotating around vortex axis. This
area of fluid was called “the vortex’s atmosphere”. In the
beginning of process the atmosphere widens (a.), reaches some
maximal volume, and then the ends of envelope of it become
draw together until they become merged (b.), and only then does
the tearing away of the vortex from the boundary wall occur. As
one can see in FIG. 12, turn off vortex is carrying a certain
atmosphere. The tearing off and carrying away of vortex
atmospheres are the general processes that have a decisive
meaning in terms of new possibilities for intensifying the
exchange of heat between the wall and the liquid.

After huge amount
of experiments, Peter
Nagoga’s group found
out
the
following
fascinating results that
are shown in FIG. 8,
where is presented an
original
graph
of
Nagoga’s group. There
one
can
see
measurements
of
dependence of basic
characteristic of heatexchange Nu (we will
talk about it more
detailed later) on basic
characteristic of outlay
of coolant air or water –
Re (we will talk about it
more detailed later too).

FIG. 8.
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The point was that at that time there was known no one 10
mechanism, which could provide the value of power of Re in
relation Nu vs. more than 0.8 at the natural streamlining of the
heated surfaces by air and/or (non-boiled!) water! More over, if this
power of Re in relation “Nu vs. Re” can be done more than 1, it will
constitute a possibility of revolutionary increasing of efficiency of
all our stream heat exchangers!

Why power n = 1 in “Nu vs. Re” is so important?
Answer on set up question comes from canonical theory of stream heat
exchangers. Let us assume that the heat exchanger is a circular tube L
meter long, and with radius, R. Let it be submerged in a large cold water
bath that has a temperature, To. Let a warm liquid that has a temperature,
T(0), enter this tube. If the process is stationary then incoming liquid will
flow out from this tube with a temperature T(L), which is described by the
following formula:

QI ≡ [ T(L)

To] / [T(0)

To] = 1

exp(

a Re

n

FIG. 12.

FIG. 11.

W
Whhyy sskkiinn--ddeeeepp ddiim
mpplleess aarree ssoo eeffffeeccttiivvee
iinn aannyy ssttrreeaam
m hheeaatt eexxcchhaannggeerr??

)

where a is some characteristic of coolant itself no matter how it moves.
The graph of this dependence is shown in FIG. 11. As one can see in FIG.
11, at n <1 (the think solid curve in FIG. 11) the quality of heat-exchange is
decreasing with increasing of RE, i.e. of outlay velocity. In other wards, no
matter how much and fast we will spend heater, the efficiency of heating
will only decrease. The physical reason is obvious: at n < 1 moving drop of
fluid heater does not has time to exchange its heat with walls of channel.
Absolutely opposite picture
happens at n > 1 (the
dashed curve in FIG. 11):
the fluid heater’s drop not
only has time to exchange
its heat with walls of
channel, but does it more
efficiently with increasing
of speed of flow! One
would recognize how
important this feature on
any convective heat
exchange is.
The real situation for
stream heat exchangers can
concern to a case of wide
solid curve in FIG. 11.

First of all was measured heat-exchange effect for the same blades
without pattern of skin-deep dimples – data at word “standard” in
FIG. 8. All this data very well are fitted by usual for technique of
stream cooling law:
Nu ≈ Re0.8
(Professionals used to say: “Nusselt is proportional to Reynolds in
power 0.8”). Then the same measurements were taken for a blade
with triangular pattern of skin-deep dimples inside. The resulting
data are grouped under word “proposal” in FIG. 8. For”proposal”
blades the power of Re in the dependence of Nu on Re always was
more, than 1! In that time (1980-82) those results were
unbelievable. And now we should explain the most important idea:

Let us one more time look at
heat
exchanger’s
plate
formed with a pattern of the
skin-deep dimples. It works
much better than the same
one without this pattern, but
nevertheless it does not
provides all the features that
were described in this
brochure. Why?
To answer this important
question we have to return to
the fundamentals of a
streamlining
of
such
patterns. We know already
that at streamlining of a
single dimple with a proper
shape it can not be
streamlined
without
generation of vortices. What
kind of vortices?

FIG. 12.

The first, what comes in mind, is a simple vortex thread – a linear vortex;
may be, in shape of a vortex ring. Just as one we have seen in FIG. 3.
And there arrives a question:
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